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The so-called in-order of the vertices of a binary tree T, as used in the data structure 
literature, is defined by the rule that each vertex follows all vertices of its left subtree, and 
precedes all those of its right subtree. Now, label the n vertices of T from 1 to n according to 
the shelling order, the root being labelled 1, the vertices at the same level being labelled 
consecutively from left to right, and among two levels the one closer to the root being labelled 
first. The permutation defined by taking the labels in the in-order of the vertices of T is called a 
scaffold permutation. The scaffold permutations on [l, n] are shown to form a code for the set 
of unlabelled binary trees with n vertices. The generalization of the scaffold property to 
bipermutations on [l, n] generates a code for the set of rooted maximal planar maps with II + 3 
vertices. 
Scaffold permutations and bipermutations afford some special features in the computation of 
their table of inversion, which is relevant to the Fraysseix-Pollack algorithm for embedding a 
planar map in the grid. 
1. Introduction 
Given a family of graphs, it is an old challenge to define a code of words whose 
letters are the vertices of the graphs. The Priifer code is a famous one for labelled 
trees with n vertices. Here we give such a representation for unlabelled binary 
trees and rooted maximal planar maps. The problem arises from new efforts to 
draw maps, and specially from the recent work of Fraysseix, Path and Pollack [l] 
on Fary embeddings in the grid. It is also connected with some elementary data 
structures, and in particular the splay trees of Sleator and Tarjan [4]. We first 
recall some elementary definitions. 
A binary tree T here denotes a finite rooted tree in which each vertex has at 
most two children, a left child vertex or none, and a right child vertex or none. 
The left (resp. right) subtree of the vertex u of T is the subtree of T whose root is 
the left (resp. right) child of V, if it exists. The in-order of T is the total order of 
the vertices of T such that each vertex follows all those of its left subtree, and 
precedes all those of its right subtree. The pre-order of T is the total order of the 
vertices of T such that, for vertex u, those of its left subtree are smaller than 
those of its right subtree, and all smaller than V. 
A consistent lubelling of the n vertices of T is a labelling from 1 to n consistent 
with the partial order of T, the root being, as the minimum, always labelled 1. It 
is a fact that there is a one-to-one mapping between the n! permutations on [l, n] 
and the consistently labelled binary trees with n vertices. The consistent labelling 
in which the vertices of the same level are labelled consecutively from left to right 
(see Fig. 1) will be called the shelling order of T. 
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Fig. 1. A scaffold permutation and its binary tree. 
A permutation t on [l, n] is considered here as a word of n occurrences, with 
one occurrence of each element of [l, n]. Given a binary tree T with its vertices 
labelled in the shelling order, the permutation defined by taking the labels in the 
in-order of the vertices is by definition a scufiold permutation of order n (see 
Fig. 1). A similar permutation appears in the literature, the so-called Catalan 
permutation, defined by the in-order of the vertices labelled according to the 
pre-order of T. 
A bipermutation o on [l, n] is a word of 2n occurrences, with two occurrences 
of each element of [l, n]. A bipermutation on [l, n] is said to be consistently 
nested if, whenever an element x has one occurrence between the two occurrences 
of an other one y, it has both, and x is smaller than y. A bipermutation where the 
two occurrences of each element are consecutive is said to be simple. A simple 
bipermutation is equivalent to a permutation; therefore permutations can be 
considered as a particular case of bipermutations. The table of inversion p of a 
bipermutation CJ on [l, n], as defined by Knuth [3], gives for each occurrence of x 
in [l, n], the number p(x) of occurrences greater than x placed in t before x. 
A binary graph B is a rooted oriented acyclic plane graph in which each vertex 
has at most two children, a left child vertex or none, and a right child vertex or 
none, and an indegree of at most two. By rooted is meant that a unique vertex 
has indegree zero. Each other vertex has one or two fathers, a left father and a 
right father. Turning round a vertex clockwise we meet the left son, the right son, 
the right father and the left father, in that order (see Fig. 2). The shelling order of 
B requires a proper definition of the level of the vertices of B (see Fig. 2). Define 
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the level 1 as the root alone, which is labelled 1. The levels being defined up to 
k - 1, the level k is defined as follows. A vertex with indegree 1 and whose father 
is on level k - 1, is put on level k. A vertex u with indegree 2 is put on level k if 
both its fathers are on levels less than k, and if the vertices that it “encompasses” 
are on levels less than k. Here the vertices “encompassed” are those belonging to 
the face of the plane graph B defined by the angle of the two indegree incidences 
of u taken counterclockwise from the left father to the right father of V. Now on 
level k, the vertices are ordered from left to right, that is according to a clockwise 
search from the root. The binary tree T(B) is derived from B by splitting any 
vertex TV of indegree two, into a left copy carrying the left indegree and the left 
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Fig. 2. A scaffold bipermutation and its binary graph. 
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outdegree, and a right copy, carrying the right indegree and the right outdegree; 
associate with a binary graph B and its shelling order, the binary tree T(B) where 
the two copies of a split vertex keep the same shelling label. We now construct a 
permutation associated with T(B) by following the rules already given for 
constructing the scaffold permutation of a binary tree, but keeping the vertices on 
the levels already assigned. Any element now appearing only once (correspond- 
ing to a vertex of indegree less than 2) is doubled. The bipermutation obtained is 
by definition a scaffold bipermufufion of order n (see Fig. 2). 
A planar map M is said to be maximal if each face of M has a triangular 
boundary. It is considered rooted by the choice of one edge (a, b) and an 
orientation from a to b. The face on the right of (a, b), whose other vertex will be 
called c, is taken as the infinite face, and the one on the left of (a, b) has a third 
vertex labelled 1. The shelling order of M requires a proper definition of the 
levels of the vertices of M (see [l] and Fig. 3). Define the level 1 as the vertex 1 
alone (a and b can be regarded as being at level 0). The levels being defined up to 
C 
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Fig. 3. A scaffold bipermutation u and its maximal planar map. (The associate binary graph B(M) is 
on Fig. 2.) 
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k - 1, the level k is defined as follows. Assume inductively that the submap of M 
defined by the vertices of levels up to k - 1 is a maximal map Mk--l and that the 
vertices of level k - 1 belong with a and b to the external boundary Lk--l of Mk_-l, 
where they are met in a clockwise search from a in the shelling order. Consider as 
the leftmost vertex of the level k the unlabelled vertex of M such that its 
neighbors belonging to Lk--l are consecutive on Lk--l, and take the one which has 
the leftmost sequence on Lk-,; label it just after the right vertex of the level 
k - 1. For the other vertices of a level k, repeat the same search but requiring 
also that the candidate has no neighbor among the elements already labelled in 
level k; and label them one by one in the order they are obtained. It is obvious 
that the above induction is justified since the addition of the vertices of level k to 
Mk_, defines a new maximal planar map where these vertices appear on the 
external boundary in the shelling order. 
Note that the vertex c is not included in the shelling labelling. 
2. The scaffold code for binary graphs 
Given a permutation t of [l, n], define a sequence of t to be a sequence of 
consecutive elements, which appear in that order in z, but not necessarily 
consecutively. 
A straight of z is a sequence of z such that between any two consecutive 
elements of it, there exists in z at least one element smaller than both of them, 
and such that it is maximal for this property. Any permutation on [l, n] has a 
unique straight decomposition whose straights are ordered. This can be seen by 
constructing a decomposition into straights as follows. The first straight consists of 
the element 1 alone. Subsequence straights are constructed by taking the smallest 
element not yet included in a straight and constructing the straight of which it is 
the smallest element. If we number the straight in the order in which they are 
constructed, the number associated with a straight will be called its index. The 
index of an element is the index of the straight to which it belongs. The left 
nearest smaller neighbor of x is the first element less than x encountered from x on 
the left. The right nearest smaller neighbor is defines similarly. At least one must 
exist. 
If x is an element of [l, n], the support of x, S(X), is defined as the nearest 
smaller neighbor with larger index. It is easily seen that S(X) is unique, that is, 
that the nearest smaller neighbors of x cannot be in the same straight. For let 1 
and r be the left and right nearest smaller neighbors of x. If 1 and r are in the 
same straight, there exists between them an element m less than both of them. 
This contradicts the definition of 1 and r. We have then the following result. 
Lemma 1. A permutation z on [l, n] is a scaffold permutation if and only if the 
support of each element x of index r has index r - 1. 
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Associate with the permutation r satisfying the lemma, the binary tree T(t) 
whose vertices are the elements of [l, n], with root 1. Whenever the support s(x) 
of x is placed in r on the left (resp. right) of x, define x as the right (resp. left) 
child of S(X). It is easy to verify that the scaffold permutation of T(r) is exactly 
the permutation t. We have then the following results. 
Theorem 1. The set of scaffold permutations on [l, n] constitutes a code for the set 
of unlabelled binary trees with n vertices. 
Now, given a bipermutation o of [l, n], define a sequence of u to be a bisequence 
[a, a, a + 1, a + 1, . . . , b, b] of consecutive elements, at least two, which appear 
in that order in u, but not necessarily consecutively as they appear in the 
sequence. 
A straight of a consistently nested bipermutation u is a sequence of o, such that 
two different consecutive elements of the sequence have between them in CT an 
element smaller than both of them, and maximal for this property. Any 
bipermutation on [l, n] has a unique straight decomposition, whose straights are 
ordered, the first one of index 1 containing just the element 1, as above. 
If the two occurrences of x are not consecutive in a, define the left support of 
x, s,(x), to be the left nearest smaller neighbor of the first occurrence of x; and 
the right support of x, s*(x), to be the right nearest smaller neighbor of the 
second occurrence of x. If the two occurrences of x are consecutive, the support 
of x is a single element, s(x), namely whichever of the two elements just defined 
has larger index (see Fig. 3). We have then the following result. 
Lemma 2. A bipermutation o on [I, n] is a scaffold bipermutation if and only if, u 
is consistently nested, and for each element x of index r there exists in a, between 
s,(x) and s2(x) inclusive, an occurrence of an element which has index r - 1. Zf the 
two occurrences of x are consecutive this requires that s(x) has index r - 1. 
Associate with a bipermutation u satisfying Lemma 2, the binary graph B(u) 
whose vertices are the elements of [l, n], and having root 1. Whenever a support 
s of x is placed in u on the left (resp. right) of x, define x as the right (resp. left) 
child of s. It is easy to verify that the scaffold bipermutation of B(u) is then 
exactly the bipermutation u. We have then the following result. 
Theorem 2. The set of scaffold bipermutations on [l, n] constitutes a code for the 
set of unlabelled binary graphs with n vertices. 
3. The scaffold code for maximal planar maps 
Given a rooted maximal planar map M with n + 3 vertices, we define its binary 
graph B(M) with n vertices in the following way. 
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First determine the shelling order of the vertices, and orient each edge from the 
vertex occurring earlier in this order to the one occurring later. We say that a 
triangle xyz “hangs” from x if (y, X) and (z, X) are oriented towards X. If (y, z) is 
oriented from y to z, we say that z is the middle vertex of the triangle. The fun of 
x is defined as the set of triangles hanging from X. The fan n may be a single 
triangle, but, if there are two or more triangles, they can be ordered from left to 
right so that each one except the last has an edge incident to x in common with its 
successor (see Fig. 3). 
We define vertex 1 to be the root of B(M). For any vertex X, other than a, b, c 
and 1, we consider the leftmost and rightmost triangles of the fan of x (they could 
be the same triangle). The left and right fathers of x are defined to be the middle 
vertices of these two triangles. If the triangles are the same, then x has a single 
father. Suppose z is a father of x, as defined by the triangle xyz. Then x is a right 
son of z if (z, y) is the rightmost edge, incident to z, of the fan of z. Similarly x is 
a left son of z if (z, y) is the leftmost such edge. It can be verified that the 
labelling of the vertices of B(M) is exactly its shelling labelling. 
Conversely, given a binary graph B, consider the shelling labelling and build a 
maximal planar map M on a triangle (a, b, 1) as follows. Take vertices in the 
shelling order, and for each vertex x construct the fan of x, which is possible since 
the fan is determined by the two fathers (or one father) of x, and since it is 
known whether x is a right son or a left son. The map M has now been 
constructed except that the vertex c is missing. We add this vertex in the external 
face and join it to all vertices on the boundary. It can be verified that the planar 
graph M obtained is such that B(M) = B. Hence we have the following result. 
Theorem 3. The set of scaffold bipermutations on [l, n] constitutes a code for the 
set of rooted maximal planar maps with n + 3 vertices. 
This follows since we have shown that there is a bijection between the set of 
scaffold bipermutations and the set of binary graphs, and also a bijection between 
the latter set and the set of maximal planar maps. 
4. Some algorithmic remarks 
Given a binary tree, or a binary graph with n vertices, the construction of its 
scaffold permutation or bipermutation is easily done in O(n) time by a left-first 
depth-first search; for the binary graph the split of vertices of indegree two is 
necessary. In the course of the search each vertex is written once at the time of 
the search of its right child, which may exist or not. On the other hand the 
recognition of the scaffold property on a permutation or bipermutation seems to 
need O(n log n) time. 
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The table of inversion of a scaffold permutation whose binary tree is known is 
also computed in O(n) time by the same search as above. In the course of the 
search, and for each level, the number of written vertices is kept, and a totalizer 
keeps for each move the number of written vertices of higher level than that of 
the current vertex of the search. The same algorithm can be developed for a 
scaffold bipermutation whose binary graph is known. However, the number of 
steps for handling the totalizer is equal to the sum of the lengths of the edges, 
where we define the length of an edge as the difference of the levels of its 
vertices. For this reason it is not clear whether the table of inversion of a 
scaffold bipermutation can be constructed in linear time. 
Another approach would be to take advantage of the fact that any scaffold 
permutation on n elements is contained in a Jordan permutation of 4n elements, 
and that Jordan permutation can be sorted in linear time [2]. 
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